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INTRODUCTION

This training material covers the standard reporting facilities and functionality within Standard ERP.

There are over 600 reports within all Standard ERP modules. Together with the standard reports listed in the “Reports”
section of each module, there are also a number of “Quick-Reports” which can be run within the module. 

In the following chapters you will learn the most effcient way of using Standard ERP's reporting functionality, while following
examples in order to grasp what you have learned.

There is no point in having a multitude of data inside a system if you cannot use and report on it. Continue reading to get the
most out of your Standard ERP solution.
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REPORT BASICS

The Report Window

Below is one of the standard reports available in Standard ERP, the General Ledger “Transaction Journal” report. All reports
in Standard ERP share the following features:

1. Report Header

2. Report Details

3. Print Icon

4. Search functionality

Report Header

Below the button bar with the operations menu is the report header. This shows the name of the report and the selection on
which it is based. This is important information, since all reports can be produced using different selections.

Report Details

Below the report header is the report itself. It is always shown in full width in its own window. You can change the window's
height and width to suit your needs, however, doing so may lead to the report not ftting in the window. If the window is too
narrow, the report is compressed sideways, which may make it diffcult to read. If this is the case, just increase the width of
the window until you are happy with the view of the report.

Multiple Instances of the Reports

Since each report is shown in its own window, several reports can run at the same time. In each instance, all reports are
independent of one another.

This gives Standard ERP an unmatched reporting power. You can, for example, show two versions of the Balance Sheet
simultaneously, in two different windows. In one you might show the result without simulated transactions and in the other,
with simulations. 
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Standard ERP can easily give you information that can only be obtained after some complicated maneuvering in other
accounting systems. 

There is no limit to the number of reports that can be shown simultaneously on the screen, and reports from the different
modules may be mixed freely. Since Standard ERP's windows are completely independent, report windows can be mixed
with data entry windows and lists from different parts of the system. 

For this chapter, you can do exercises about Multiple Instances of the Reports at the end of this material.

Printing

All reports are printed by selecting the Printer icon in the button bar of the window containing the report. The page format is
set in advance for each report. This is done so that the report will ft in a portrait or landscape page. 

Page Setup

When you print a report or document, one copy is usually produced, using a standard page size and default printer. If you
need to print more than one copy, or to use a non-standard page size or magnifcation, highlight the desired report or
document in the list and then select “Page Setup” from the File menu to make these changes. Once this has been done,
select the item in the list to carry on with the printing process.

You can set the number of copies, page size and/or magnifcation individually for each document or report. These settings
will remain in place for a particular document or report until you choose “Page Setup” for that document or report once
again.

To defne the page setup for a specifc report, do the following:

1. Highlight the report from the report selection window

2. Choose “Page Setup” from the File menu

3. Defne the page setup for this report

4. Select OK in the “Page Setup” window
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If you want to defne your reports and documents to print out in landscape format, you can do so by specifying this in the
“Page Setup” option.  

For this chapter, you can do exercises about Page Setup in Key Financial Ratios ex.5 at the end of this material.

Search

Another useful function built into all Standard ERP's reports is the search function. When printed to screen, there is an option
to search for a text string within a report. The search string may contain any combination of letters and digits occurring in the
report. 

Example

Run the 'Transaction Journal' report from the General Ledger module. In this example, you might want to search for the
General Ledger Transaction resulting from Invoice 10006. Enter "10006" into the search feld on the right of the button bar
and press the enter key. Standard ERP will search for the frst text string in the report that matches the search word. If this is
not the transaction you were looking for, press the enter key again to fnd the next match.

For this chapter, you can do exercises about Search at the end of this material.
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RUNNING REPORTS

Specifcation Window

The Specifcation windows allow you to specify the contents of a report. A specifcation window will usually appear after you
have selected a report in the report list window. Once you have entered the report criteria, select Run. The example below
shows the specifcation window for the Transaction Journal report.

Report Outputs

The output media options for most reports are the following:

Screen: This displays the report to screen. Report windows are used to display the reports you print to the screen.
Below we show an example of a report from the General Ledger module. You can scroll up and down in the window
and search for information within the report.
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Printer: Sends the report to the default printer or print dialogue, if previously set-up.

File: Exports the report to a fle. By default the fle is saved as a text fle (*.txt). The fle is tab delimited. Change the
extension to .xls if you would like the fle to open in Excel when it is selected.

Clipboard: Exports the fle to Clipboard. The contents of the report will be placed in the Clipboard. Paste the contents of
the report into any other document, i.e. a spreadsheet.
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Fax: Sends the report by Fax using Standard ERP's Fax Server. Note that fax sending needs to be set up in order for
this option to work. 

Pdf: Choose this option when you want to save the report in PDF format on your computer. After you select the Run

button, a dialogue window will open and you can select the fle name and a destination to save the fle to.

Pdf as E-mail: This option will create an e-mail in the user's mailbox and attach the report printed to PDF to that e-

mail. Note, that in order for this to work, user needs to have a mailbox.

Html as Attachment: Exports the report as an HTML fle. The HTML is attached to the user's personal desktop. Note:
This function only works in a client-server environment.

Excel: Exports the report directly to MS Excel.

Print Dialog: If this checkbox is checked, when printing the report a Printer Dialogue window will open. 

Ignore timeout limit: When this option is checked, the report will not be cancelled when it has reached the timeout
limit. A timeout limit can be specifed in the Technics module setting Timed Operations.
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Operations Menu in Report

Recalculate: Runs the report again for the same specifcations. Refreshes the report with the latest information. This is
useful when applying the drill down function to edit records from the report. Another way to use this function is to
save the generated report to the Personal Desktop by dragging and dropping the paperclip. As the report is already
generated, it will keep the parameters. Recalculating the report will take into account the latest data. This way you
can recalculate it periodically with the same specifcations set.

Shortcut: Ctrl-Shift-R

Recalculate and Print: Runs the report again for the same specifcations and prints the report. If the printer dialogue
check-box is not ticked on the report specifcations window, the report will print to the default printer. The report will
not be updated on the screen.

Shortcut: Ctrl-Shift-P

Recalculate and Open in Excel: Runs the report again for the same specifcations and opens it directly in Excel. It acts
the same way as changing the media to Excel.

Shortcut: Ctrl-Shift-X

Reopen Report Specifcation: Opens the report specifcation window with the current settings to change the
specifcations.

Shortcut: Ctrl-Shift-E

The below options work the same way as the output media in the specifcations window. It is not necessary to return to
the specifcations, the operation can be performed directly from generated report. Please, refer to the Report Outputs
to fnd out more about these options. The shortcuts to run these functions are the following:

Send to File: Ctrl-T

Send to Clipboard: Ctrl-L

Send as Fax: Ctrl-A

Send as Pdf: Ctrl-P

Send as Pdf and E-mail: Ctrl-E

Send as Html Attachment: Ctrl-A

Send to Excel: Ctrl-I

Report Window - Drill-down

Standard ERP has a unique drill-down feature in some reports, when they are printed to screen. Drill down is indicated by
text that appears on the report, underlined in blue. Standard ERP is unique in that Reports can be used to initiate a function.

Example

When you have a Proft & Loss statement on the screen, you can select on any of the Account Numbers in the report. If you
have the necessary access rights, the General Ledger report for the same selection and period will then open in a separate
window, showing all the Transactions that constitute the total amount on the Proft & Loss statement. If you then select on
one of the Transaction numbers in the General Ledger report, the Transaction record will open, showing all the details
recorded for the event. The following picture shows the result of the above example:
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For this chapter, you can fnd exercises about Drill-down at the end of this material.

Report Status Report

The "Report Status" Report can be run from the User Settings module. The report shows all reports currently being run for
that user. The user is able to cancel any reports that are taking too long to run. Instead of attempting to run the report
several times if the report window does not appear at once, this report should be run to check if the focal report was actually
run the frst time.
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CUSTOMER STATUS REPORT

The customer status report contains information of all interactions with a particular customer in Standard ERP. A single
report can display information on customer activities, invoices and receipts, contracts, quotations, etc.

The report can be run from many places within Standard ERP. For example, from the “Contacts: Browse” window, by
selecting “Customer Status” from the Operations menu or from the Invoice record. The shortcut key may be applied when
highlighting the customer in the contact register and then pressing Ctrl-Shift-E.

Info on Customer Status Report Setting

You can use this setting in the CRM module to specify what information will be shown in the customer status report when it
is produced by different users using the Operations menu function of the "Customers: Browse", "Customer: Inspect",
"Contact Persons: Browse", "Contact Person: Inspect" and many other windows. This setting has no effect on the customer
status reports produced using the "Reports" function in the Accounts Receivable module.

You can save a separate record in this setting for each person, so each user can customize the report to their particular
requirements. These records are listed when you select “Info on Customer Status Report” in the Settings list in the CRM
module. To create a new record, select the “New” button in the button bar, or highlight a record in the list that is similar to
the one that you are about to create and select “Duplicate”.

User: If necessary, you can enter the user's initials in the user feld, using the “Paste Special” function. Standard

ERP will prevent you from entering more than one record for a particular person. By default, current user's

signature will be flled in.
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Customer Status Report - Tile 1

Include Activities: Check this box if done activities are to be included. If you want to exclude activities with particular
activity types from the report, use the Exclude: Activity Types feld on tile 2.

Include Not Done: If activities that are “not done” are to be included, check this box. This means activities of all kinds
will be listed. This box has no effect if the “include activities” box is not checked. The Exclude: Activity Types feld on
tile 2 also applies to activities that are not done.

Last Done Activities: Specify the maximum number of done activities that will be shown in the report here.  Leave the
feld blank to list all the activities.

Show Activity Classes: Check this box if you want to show the activity classes in the customer status reports .

Include Invoices: Check this box if invoices are to be listed in the customer status reports. You should also specify
which invoices are to be included. This is done by checking the all open box and/or entering a number in the last paid
invoices feld.

Include Contract Quotations: Check this box if you want to include contracts quotations in the report. Decide how
many recent records should be presented and if closed ones should be included as well.

Include Contracts: Check this box if contracts are to be included whenever the user entered to the feld in the header
produces a customer status report.

Contract Class: Use the paste special function to enter a contract class, restricting the listing to contracts belonging to
that class.

Include Not OK: Check this box if you want contracts that have not been approved to be included in the listing.

Number of Contracts: Specify the maximum number of contracts that will be shown in the report here.

Include Messages: If this Check box is checked, Texts that are sent from the system will be shown in the report.

Number of Text's: Specify the maximum number of Texts that will be shown in the report here.
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Customer Status Report - Tile 2

Include Monthly Balances (12 months): If this is checked, then it is possible to see the sales and gross proft data for
the previous 12 months in the report. The report will then have such a section included:

Include Customer Item, No. Of months: If you want to list the items purchased by each customer over a particular
period, check the include customer item box and enter the period in the No. of months feld. The check box will have
no effect if the No. of month's feld is blank. This information is taken from approved invoices.

Include Quotations: Check this box if quotations are to be included in the customer status report. Use the quotation
class to restrict the listing to quotations belonging to a particular class. Specify the maximum number of quotations
that will be shown in the report using the "Number of Quotations" feld. No quotations will be shown if you do not
enter a number.

Include Orders: Check this box if orders are to be included in the customer status report. Use the order class to restrict
the listing to orders belonging to a particular class. Specify the maximum number of orders that will be shown in the
report using the "Number of Orders" feld. No orders will be shown if you do not enter a number.

Include POS Invoices: Check this box if POS invoices are to be included in the customer status report. Specify the
maximum number of POS Invoices that will be shown in the report using the “Number of POS Invoices” feld. No POS
Invoices will be shown if you do not enter a number.

Exclude – Activity types: Specify activity types that should not be included in the report, here.
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Customer Status Report - Tile 3

On this tile it is possible to include records from Job Costing, Rental and Service Orders in order to specify the customer
status report concerning these modules.

Include Projects: Check this box and type in the number of projects that are to be shown on the customer status
report.

Include Project Budgets: Check this box and type in the number of project budgets that are to be shown on the
customer status report.

Include Agreements: Check this box and type in the number of agreements that are to be shown on the customer
status report.

Include Rental Reservations: Check this box and type in the number of rental reservations that are to be shown on
the customer status report.

Include Service Orders: Check this box and type in the number of service orders that are to be shown on the
customer status report.

Include Work Sheets: Check this box and type in the number of work sheets that are to be shown on the customer
status report. 

Show Relations with other Contacts: Check this box to show the contact relations for the contact specifed. 

For this chapter, you can do exercises about Customer Status at the end of this material.
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WORKFLOW OVERVIEW AND WORKFLOW MANAGER

There is a new button added to the Navigation Center window for Workfow Overview. This is a great tool to get an overview
of your sales and follow-up with your Quotations throughout their lifespan. This function can also be used for organizing
other processes in the company.

The Workfow Overview is a must have feature for any salesperson. It outlines all opportunities in a single window, giving the
salesperson an instant overview of all opportunities.

As we can see, all the opportunities are classifed based on the stage of the opportunity. We can see the potential value of all
the sales ideas and all the Ideas, Leads, Quotations, Won and Orders. These classifcations are very fexible and can be
confgured as per the need of management.

The Workfow Overview window consists of four types of records: Activities, Quotations, Sales Orders and Kitchen Orders
(for Restaurant module) that are divided into different types and classes. Columns can be set up in the CRM module setting
Company Workfow Overview.
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View Name: By assigning diferent View Names to diferent columns you can change the information that will be

shown in the Workfow Overview. As an example, a View with the Name “SALES” might display Quotations and

Activities with the Activity Type for Customer Meetings, while a View named “FINANCE” might display Activities

with the Activity Types for Debt Collection and Expense Approvals. It is possible to leave the View Name blank,

as in our example. If you set up the Workfow Overview this way, make sure all blank view rows go frst, on the

top of the setting. At the top of the Workfow Manager window, there is a View feld that you can use to change

the View at any time. Leave it blank for the blank View. 

Column Name: Type in the name of the column.

Register: Here you choose the register whose information should be shown in the column; Activities, Sales Orders

or Quotations. It’s also possible to select Kitchen Orders (for Restaurant module). For example, if the Column

Name is “Quotations”, you would choose the Quotations register. The records in particular columns will be

coming from the selected registers.

Filter: Here you choose more precisely which records will be shown in the column. Use Paste Special to see which

flters are available –these are the types and classes and must frst be defned according to the need. For

Activities you can set up and flter by diferent Activity Types, for Sales Orders by Order Classes and for

Quotations by Quotation Classes. For example, if the Column Name is “Quotations”, you might choose to

display Quotations whose class is Valid (“V” in the example) or Won (“W”). Only records with specifed type/class

will appear in the columns. 

Amounts: Choose whether the amounts shown in the column should include or exclude Tax.

Select the Save button to save the setting.

Specifed Quotation Classes and Activity types need to be used on quotations and activities when records are being
created, otherwise data will not be displayed in the Workfow Overview. To ensure that the Quotation Class feld is
always flled in, you can check the Require Quotation Class checkbox in Quotation Settings in the Quotation module
settings.

Different colors in the Workfow Overview represent different statuses of Quotations and Activities:

- indicates that there has been an activity attached to this deal and it has a date in the past (overdue)

- indicates that there has been an activity attached to this deal and it has a date today (due today)

- indicates that there has been an activity attached to this deal and it has a date in the future (not due)

- indicates that there is no follow up activity attached to this deal, in this case, the date of a Quotation or

original Activity is not relevant.

The Workfow Overview can be fltered by Person, View, Period, Customer, Currency or Sales Group. You can use
Paste-Special in all these felds.

It is also possible to create a new Activity or Quotation straight from the Workfow Overview window. In that case the
Activity type and Quotation Class felds will be automatically flled in by the frst type/class entered to the Workfow
Overview setting.
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Both Activities and Quotations can be opened from the Workfow Overview. 

Open a chosen Quotation by selecting it.

On the record you can see a “heart-beat” icon, which is called the Workfow Manager. 

It's color will indicate if there are any activities due today (green) or overdue (red). For all other situations its color will be
neutral. 

By selecting the “heart-beat” icon, you can see all related activities, both done and pending. The coloring is consistent
throughout the system, therefore the red color means that the activity date is in the past and it should be dealt with.
Green means that the activity date is today and grey is if the activity date is in the future or that there is no activity
attached.

This window gives a quick and simple overview of the tasks. The Workfow Manager icon has been added to all the
records that are possible to create Activities from.
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GENERAL LEDGER REPORT

The General Ledger report is a list of the transaction rows entered during the reporting period (i.e. it is a list of the amounts
posted to each account in that period). 

This report offers exceptionally powerful multi-level object analysis. You can search for transaction rows with several different
objects, and you can control subtotaling. For example, if you have Object Types of DEPT (Departments) and PERS
(Persons), you can create a report with the transaction rows sorted by account and department, including  subtotals per
person within each department. 

When printed to screen, the General Ledger report has Standard ERP's drill-down feature. Select any transaction number to
open an individual transaction record.

Selecting General Ledger in the Reports list of the General Ledger module opens the following window:

Header

Period: Specify a period for this report. If your report period is a single day, just enter the date once and this will be
converted to a period format automatically. The frst row of the "Reporting Periods" setting in the system module is
the default value. Use the Paste-Special function to choose different reporting periods from the "Reporting Periods"
setting. If you want to type in the period manually, feel free to skip data separators. They will be added automatically
when you go to the  next row.

Loop 1, Loop 2, Loop 3 (Loop 2 and Loop 3 are on tile 2.): You can enter a range of accounts, a range of objects or
an object type to each of these felds. The following examples illustrate how these felds can be used:

Accounts: Next to each Loop feld there is an accounts radio button. This should be selected if you wish to enter an
account or range of accounts in the corresponding loop feld, for two reasons:

First: If the accounts radio button is selected, Standard ERP will assume that what has been entered in the loop feld is
an account or range of accounts and search for matching transaction rows accordingly. If the accounts radio button
is not selected, Standard ERP will assume that the loop feld contains an object, a range of objects or an object type.

Second: If the accounts radio button is selected, you can use the Paste Special function from the loop feld to open a list
of accounts from which the appropriate one can be selected. If the accounts radio button is not selected, Paste
Special will open a list of objects.

You must make an entry in the Loop 1 feld before using Loops 2 and 3, or the report will be blank. 
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Tile 1 

Object: Enter an object code in this feld if you want the report to list transaction rows with a certain object. If the feld is
empty, all transaction rows, with and without objects, are included. You can separate different objects by using
commas, then all selected objects combination will be displayed in the report.

Object Type: Enter an object type code in this feld if you want the report to list transaction rows with objects belonging
to a certain object type.

Including Unspecifed: Check this box if you want to show transaction rows with Objects belonging to the object type
specifed above, and all other transaction rows as well. You should also switch on the show object check box
(below), so that those transaction rows with objects belonging to the chosen object type can be distinguished from
the others.

Only with Text: Enter a search string in this feld to list transaction rows containing this string in their descriptions.

Tax Code: Enter a Tax code to list transaction rows with a particular Tax code here.

Language: Enter the language code here (you can paste special to the Languages register) to produce a report in a
different language. The accounts descriptions in this language will be used. Note that you have to have the
translations entered on Accounts records before you are able to make use of this function.

Currency: If a currency is entered here, the report will only list those transaction rows with that currency shown on fip C.
The amounts shown in the report will be taken from fip C of those transaction rows: i.e. they will be in the chosen
currency. If the feld is blank, all transaction rows will be included in the report with their amounts taken from the Base
1 or Base 2 debit or credit felds on fip B (choose which Base Currency is to be used using the Values In the options
described below).

Recon. Code: If you want to list the reconciled transactions with a specifc Reconciliation Code, enter that code here. 

Exclude with Code: This checkbox allows excluding the selected reconciliation code from the report.

Exclude Object: Select an Object (you can paste special to the Objects register) to exclude from the report those
transactions which have this object in their rows.

Used Accounts only: Check this box to exclude accounts that were not used during the report period. Accounts not
used but with a balance brought forward will be shown.

Show References: By default, the report shows the text of each transaction. Use this option if you would like the
reference and the text to be shown.

With Corrections: Check this box if you want all corrections in the transactions to be shown.

Subtotal Tax Codes: Check this box if you want the total debit and credit amounts for each Tax code to be shown at
the bottom of the report.

Subtotal Tax Codes, per Account: Same as above, detailed per account.

List Transaction No: Use this option if you need to show numbers of transactions which are included in the report.

Don't print Transaction Prefx: Use this option if you want to skip the General Ledger prefx and present only
document numbers.

Show Currencies: Use this option if you would like to only show amounts in base currency and in foreign currency (this
will only apply to transaction rows in currencies).

Corresponding Accounts: Check this box if you want the corresponding accounts of each transaction row printed in
the report. The object column will be replaced with one showing the corresponding accounts. Using this option in
combination with the “balances only” option will make the report function not work properly.

Show Base Currency 2 Diferences only: Check this box if you want the report to list any transaction rows where the
value in Base Currency 2 is not correct according to the exchange rate for the transaction date.

Balances only: Use this option if you only need to show a balance for each account, instead of having every transaction
row listed.

Show Object: Check this box to print the objects used in each transaction row.

Not Reconciled: Check this box to include the transaction rows that have not been reconciled using the account
reconciliation register.

Reconciled: Check this box to include Transaction rows that have been reconciled using the account reconciliation
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register.

Tile 2:

Include Simulations: Choose one of these options if you want to include simulated transactions in the report. If you
choose the all option, simulation rows of "Invalid" or "Transferred" status will not be included. 

Values in: If you are using the Dual-Base system, values in this report can be shown in either base currency or foreign
currency. Use these options to choose which currency is to be used on this occasion.

If you are not using the Dual-Base system, use the base currency 1 option to produce a report in your home currency.

If a foreign currency is entered in the currency feld on Tab 1, the amounts in the report will be in that currency.

Show zeroes instead of blank strings: If you check this box, the report will show zeroes in rows which have

no values, otherwise nothing will be displayed.

Select Run to print the General Ledger report as you have specifed it.

Example 

In this section, we will illustrate the features offered by the General Ledger report, Objects:

Each invoice carries an object representing the sales person and one representing the items that are being sold. The objects
representing the sales people belong to the "PERS" object type, while those representing the items belong to the "PROD"
object type.  For example you can enter AUDIO,SJ to the object feld. 
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The transactions involved are shown below. 

General Ledger: List Journal Postings

Run the General Ledger report to list the journal postings to each sales account (i.e. to list transaction rows with sales
accounts):

1. Loop 1:  Enter the range of sales accounts (41000:49999) in the loop 1 feld in the header. Paste Special can be
used. 

2. Check the "Show Object" box so that objects are shown in the report. 
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3. Run the report

This is the resulting report: 
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For each account, opening and closing balances are shown together with the net change over the specifed report period.
The postings to each account are listed in date order.

Example 2

In the next example, transaction rows with objects belonging to a particular object type are listed. 

1. Enter the sales account range, (41000:49999) is again entered in the loop 1 feld

2. Enter the "PERS" object type in the object type feld

3. Run the report

This will list all transaction rows that have an object representing a sales person:
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The report will show all transactions where the object for person (PERS) was specifed.

Subtotals: To calculate and display subtotals for each object belonging to the "PERS" object type, do the following:

1. Operations >> Reopen Report Specifcation

2. Delete PERS from the Object Type feld

3. Select the "2" tile and type in "PERS" in loop 2 feld as below 
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This is the resulting report:

Understanding Looping

Loops 1, 2 and 3 are used to impose a sort order on the report. The account range has been entered to the loop 1 feld, so
this is the top-level sort order. 

The "PERS" object type has been entered to the loop 2 feld, so the second level sort order is by the objects belonging to
that type. 

Subtotals are provided at the lowest level of sorting. In this example, the report is sorted by account and then by object, with
subtotals for each object.

Example 3: 2 Levels of Sorting

The loop 3 feld can be used if you want to sort through three levels. 

For example, you might want to report on the range of sales accounts, by product, with subtotals per sales person for each
product. 

1. Enter 41000:49999 in the Loop 1 feld and check the radio button for accounts

2. Type in the "PROD" Object Type (for objects representing the products) in the loop 2 feld

3. Type in  the "PERS" Object Type into the loop 3 feld
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NOTE: 

Filters: The loop 2 and loop 3 felds are both used as search criteria (only transaction rows with objects belonging to both
object types will be listed in the report). 

Subtotals: Subtotals will be provided at loop 3 level because an entry has been made to the loop 3 feld.
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Result:

The resulting report is structured on an account-by-account basis (i.e. the top level sort is by account). 

Within each account the postings are sorted frst at loop 2 level (i.e. by product) and then at loop 3 level (i.e. by sales
person). 

Within each loop 2 object (i.e. within each product) subtotals are provided for each loop 3 object (i.e. for each sales person).

Example 4: Changing the sort order

Change the structure of the report from account-by-account to object-by-object. 

This time, within each object, subtotals are provided for each account. In the example, this has the effect of listing the sales
accounts used by each sales person, so that it can be seen what each one has sold. 

1. Enter the "PERS" Object Type in the loop 1 feld 

2. Select the accounts radio button next to the loop 2 feld, because this now contains account numbers and not
objects

3. Enter the range of sales accounts in the loop 2 feld. 
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Result:

This is the report, sorted by object (level 1) and then by account (level 2), with subtotals provided for each account within
each object:
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ITEM STATUS BAR

Item Status Bar

The Item Status bar is the report that shows different information regarding the particular (selected) item. It can be set to pop
up each time the item-related record is opened, i.e. an invoice, a purchase order, a delivery, and others, and it will show for
everyone in the company or only for the selected users. You can also bring it by using the Ctrl+I keyboard shortcut.
Otherwise it can be produced from the row menu. To do that, select a row and press on it with the right mouse button:

Select the Item Status option to have the bar visible on your screen:

The Item status bar has 3 buttons which also act as the feld labels above the frst three felds. Drill-down performs the
following actions on each of the felds on the item status:

Inventory: Runs the Inventory List report for the highlighted item, per location, including values, and default valuation
method.

Order: Runs the Outstanding Orders report for the highlighted Item, order rows, quantities including inventory level and
shows customer name in order rows.

P. Order: Runs the Outstanding Purchase Orders report for the highlighted item, order rows, quantities, not received
and part received.
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The Item Status bar content is defned in the Accounts Receivable's setting Item Status Setting:

And enabled with the “Show Item Status” option in the Item Settings setting, also available in Accounts Receivable module: 

If this setting is on, the Item Status bar will pop up automatically, otherwise it must be prompted as described above.

These settings are global and the Item Status bar will behave the same way for every user while working in item-related
registers with the same information. To defne the bar per user, use the User Settings module register: Item Status Setting.
These settings, besides the checkboxes similar to Item Status Setting, contains a feld to defne the person and also
information if the bar should show up automatically or not.
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Item Status Report

The “Item Status Report” provides a quick report for items highlighted in the “Items: Browse” window, or for a particular item
in the item: Inspect window, showing inventory, order positions and prices in different price lists. 

It can be accessed from the Operations menu in both locations. To apply the function to a range of items, go to the browse
window and highlight the frst item of the range, then select on the last item while holding down the shift or Ctrl key. Then
select the function.
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QUICK-REPORTS

Quick reports are reports where the content and period has already been specifed. The period is taken from the frst row of
the system module setting “Reporting periods”.

Item History

The Item History function provides a quick report, listing all incoming and outgoing inventory movements for items
highlighted in the “Items: Browse” window, or for a particular item in the Item: Inspect window. This report is also available
from the Inventory module.

It can be accessed from the Operations menu in both locations, or keyboard shortcut Ctrl-Shift-H when the item is
highlighted.

The report period is the frst row entered in the reporting periods setting in the system module.
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Invoice Status

This command creates a quick report, only available from the Operations menu of the invoice Inspect or Browse window.
This report summarizes all aspects of the Invoice, including items and payment history. The invoice history report contains
the drill-down feature which allows you to select a transaction number, invoice number or credit memo number to view that
invoice, credit memo or receipt. You can also select on the customer number to open the customer record. The keyboard
shortcut for this report from the invoice browse window is Ctrl-Shift-R.
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Order Status

This function from the Operations menu produces a report for the Order currently open in a record window, or for the frst
order highlighted in the order browse window. This report summarizes all aspects of the order, including order details, each
delivery and each invoice. The keyboard shortcut is Ctrl-Shift-R when the order is highlighted in the browse window or from
the opened record.
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KPI Drill Down to Reports

KPI's (Key Performance Indicators) are located in the lower right corner of the Navigation Center. KPI's can be drilled down
to reports that support the numbers by selecting in the KPI name. Under the KPI setting you can confgure the KPI's per
user, so that each user of the system will have the KPI's on their personal desktop that best fts their needs.

To set up a KPI, go to the System module setting KPIs. To create a new KPI choose Create>>New or Create>>Duplicate
function. For example, let's see how AP Due is set up.

No.: The unique identifer for the KPI record, generated automatically.

User: The Person in whose Personal Desktop the KPI is to appear. You can enter more than one Person, separated by
commas. If you use Paste Special to enter several Persons, type a comma or colon before opening the Paste Special
list. This will cause the next Person to be added to those already entered. Otherwise, the previous Person will be
overwritten. 
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Type: Use this feld to specify the fgure that will be monitored by the KPI. The following options are available:

Sorting: Use this feld to control the order in which the KPIs will be listed in the User's Personal Desktop. For

example, a KPI with "1" in its Sorting feld will be listed above a KPI whose Sorting is "2". You should only enter

whole numbers in this feld.

Activities Cost Time: The total Cost (Time) from Time Activities with Start Dates falling within the period. A Time Activity
is one where the Task Type is Calendar and the Calendar Type is Time. If an Activity has more than one Person, it will
be included in the KPI fgure once for each Person. Selecting the KPI in the Navigation Center panel will open the
Activities, Persons report.

Cost of Sales: The total cost of sales from approved Invoices dated during the period. Selecting the KPI will not open a
report.

GP%: The gross margin of approved Invoices dated during the period. Selecting the KPI will open the Gross Proft,
Invoices report.

No. of Activities: The number of Time Activities with Start Dates falling within the period. If an Activity has more than
one Person, it will be included in the KPI fgure once for each Person. Selecting the KPI in the Navigation Center
panel will open the Activities, Persons report.

No. of Orders: The number of Sales Orders dated during the period. Closed Orders are not included. Selecting the KPI
will open the Order Journal report.

No. of Quotations: The number of Quotations dated during the period. Closed and Rejected Quotations are not
included. Selecting the KPI will open the Quotation Journal report.

Outstanding Orders: The value excluding Tax of Sales Orders dated during the period. Invoiced and Closed Orders are
not included. Selecting the KPI will open the Outstanding Orders report.

Outstanding Quotations: The value excluding Tax of Quotations dated during the period. Closed and Rejected
Quotations are not included. Selecting the KPI will open the Pipeline report (this report does not have a period
selection so the fgures it shows will not match the KPI fgures).

A/P Due: The outstanding total from unpaid Payables that have exceeded their Payment Terms (i.e. whose Due Date
has passed). This fgure can also be seen at the bottom of the Accounts Payable  report. Selecting the KPI will open
the Accounts Payable report.

A/P On Acc.: The On Account balance in the Accounts Payable, including open On Account Payments and open
Prepayments for all Vendors. This fgure can also be seen at the bottom of the Accounts Payable report. Selecting
the KPI will open the Accounts Payable report using the Only On Account option.

Receipts: The value of Receipts taken during the period. Selecting the KPI will not open a report.

Sales Excluding Tax: The value excluding Tax of approved Invoices dated during the period. Selecting the KPI will
open the Invoice Journal report.

Sales Including Tax: The value including Tax of approved Invoices dated during the period. Selecting the KPI will open
the Invoice Journal report.

A/R Due excluding Disputed Invoices: The outstanding total from unpaid Invoices that have exceeded their Payment
Terms (i.e. whose Due Date has passed) and that have not been marked as Disputed. Selecting the KPI will open the
Accounts Receivable report using the Exclude Disputed option.

A/R Due: The outstanding total from unpaid Invoices that have exceeded their Payment Terms (i.e. whose Due Date has
passed). This fgure can also be seen at the bottom of the Accounts Receivable report. Selecting the KPI will open
the Accounts Receivable report.

A/R On Acc.: The On Account balance in the Accounts Receivable, including open On Accounts receipts and open
Prepayments for all Customers. This fgure can also be seen at the bottom of the Accounts Receivable report.
Selecting the KPI will open the Accounts Receivable report using the Only On Account option.

Defnitions Card
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Period Type: The KPI display in the User's Personal Desktop includes fgures for a Previous period (in the column

headed "Prev.") and for the Current period (in the column headed "Current"). This feld controls how the Prev.

and Current periods relate to each other. For example, if the current date is 10 June, the Period Length (below) is

"Month" and the Number of Units is 1, the Prev. and Current fgures will be calculated as follows, depending on

the option in this feld:

-

Current: 10 July - 10  July

Previous: 10 July - 10  July

Until Current Date

Current: 11 June - 10 July

Previous: 11 May - 10 June

Current Full Unit

Current: 1 July - 30 July

Previous: 1 June - 31 June

Current Unit, Until Current Date

Current: 1 July - 10 July

Previous: 1 June - 10 June

Period Unit: Use this feld to specify whether the KPI will display weekly, monthly or yearly fgures.

URL: If you want the User to be taken to a web page when they select the KPI in their Personal Desktop, specify the

URL of that web page here. A useful URL might be your HansaWorld SmartView page where you can analyze

the statistics in more detail. Please refer to your local HansaWorld representative for more information about

HansaWorld SmartView.

You must include the http:// or https:// in the URL that you enter in this feld.

If you leave this feld empty, selecting the KPI will open a report showing how the KPI fgure has been calculated. The
reports that will be opened from each KPI Type are included in the descriptions of the Type options above. 

Own Title: Specify the name of the KPI that is to be shown in the KPI Display in the Personal Desktop.

Reverse Arrow: This check box controls the arrow that is shown in the Trend column in the Personal Desktop. By

default, if the Current fgure is larger than the Prev. fgure, the Trend column will contain an upward-pointing

arrow. This will be appropriate if the KPI is one where a larger Current fgure is a positive trend (e.g. "No. of

Quotations" or "Sales Including Tax"). In some cases, however, a larger Current fgure is a negative trend (e.g.

"A/R Due") and therefore a downward-pointing arrow is more appropriate. Use the Reverse Arrow option in

these cases.

Reverse Color: This check box controls the color of the arrow. By default, the arrow up will have the green color

and the arrow down will have the red color. If the down trend is a positive thing, mark this checkbox to indicate

that.

Number of Units: This feld is related to the Period Unit feld above: use it to specify how many Period Units are to

be included in the Current and Prev. in the KPI Display. For example, if the Period Type is "Month" and you enter
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"3" in this feld, the Current period will cover the current quarter and the Prev. period will cover the previous

quarter. In our example, we can use 1.

Open: If you have specifed a URL in the feld on the left and the User clicks the KPI in their Personal Desktop, they

will be taken to the relevant web page. If you enter "Inline" here, the web page will be opened in a new window

inside Standard ERP. If you enter "External" here, the web page will be opened in the User's default browser.

Recalculate Every: By default, the KPI fgures in the User's Personal Desktop will be updated once an hour. If you

would like them to be updated more (or less) often, specify here the time between updates that you need. Use

the format hh:mm:ss.

Person: Use this feld if you need KPI fgures to be calculated for a particular Person or Persons.  For example, if the

Type is No. of Orders, leaving this feld empty will mean the KPI will display the total number of Orders created

during the period and the previous period. If you enter a Person's Signature, the KPI will display the number of

Orders created by that Person.

Unless the Type is "Activities Cost Time" or "No. of Activities", you can enter more than one Person, separated by
commas. 

Sales Card

Item: Use this feld if you need KPI fgures to be calculated for a particular Item. For example, if the Type is No. of

Orders, leaving this feld empty will mean the KPI will display the total number of Orders created during the

period and the previous period. If you enter an Item Number, the KPI will display the number of Orders

containing that Item.

Classifcation: Use this feld if you need KPI fgures to be calculated for Items belonging to a particular

Classifcation. It operates in the same manner as the Item feld. If you enter a number of Classifcations

separated by commas, KPI fgures will be calculated for the Items belonging to all the Classifcations listed.

Group: Use this feld if you need KPI fgures to be calculated for Items belonging to a particular Item Group. 
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CRM Card

Act. Type: Use this feld if you need KPI fgures to be calculated for a particular Activity Type. For example, if the

Type is No. of Activities, leaving this feld empty will mean the KPI will display the total number of Activities

created during the period and the previous period. If you enter an Activity Type, the KPI will display the number

of Activities with that Activity Type.

Act. Type Class: Use this feld if you need KPI fgures to be calculated for Activities with Activity Types belonging to

a particular Activity Class. 

Business Intelligence and Dashboard

If set up in Confguration setting, the Navigation Center may contain a BI icon. 

Select it to open the Dashboard containing 6 charts presenting different data, which gives a quick look at your company's
performance in the past periods, see the values of outstanding documents, check the top 5 customers and top biggest
debtors, best salesmen and best selling item groups.
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Select any of the charts to change the defnitions such as Chart type, Dimensions, Measurement or Data set. You can also
set up selected flters: Customer, Item, Salesperson, and many more.
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REPORT DEFINITIONS

Balance Sheet and Proft & Loss Reports

You can defne the structure of the Balance Sheet and Proft & Loss to suit your requirements. The following example
illustrates the set-up process for the Balance Sheet. The same can be applied to the Proft & Loss report defnition.

To change the report defnition of the Balance Sheet, frst select Report Settings from the settings list in the General Ledger
module. 

Then, highlight Balance Sheet in the list on the left-hand side of the Report Settings window and select it or select the
Defnition button. The Balance Sheet Report Defnition: Inspect window is opened.

The window shows the balance sheet row by row, as it has been presented up to now. The rows are numbered 1000, 1010,
1020, etc., so there is room to insert new rows in between.
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Select the frst row 1000: ASSETS. The Line Defnition: Inspect window is opened, showing the current defnition of the row.

No.: The number identifes the row in the balance sheet.

Text: The text ASSETS is printed as a heading for a group of accounts when the report is sent to the screen, or to the
printer. Since this is a Text row, there are no Accounts specifed and Type is set to Text.

Open row 1020: Cash On Hand. The text Cash On Hand is describing the accounts entered on the Accounts felds.

Accounts: In the accounts feld, a sequence of account numbers has been entered. An alpha sort is used, as in the
example illustrated above, 11110:11190, it effectively means that all Accounts in range from 11110 to 11190 are to
be used.

The accounts feld consists of three rows, with room for a defnition 300 characters long. As alternatives to specifying a
range of accounts, you can also specify a number of individual accounts, or ranges of accounts, separated by commas. If a
range of accounts is entered with the highest number frst, the accounts in that range will be presented in reverse order. For
example, the sequence 11120:11110,11130,11140:11150 will appear as follows in the printed report:

Type: Of the four type options, Accounts has been selected to indicate that each of the accounts in the number interval
will be presented individually. After the last account in the group, a total for the group will be printed. 

Account – select an account, group of accounts or range of accounts in the Accounts feld

Sum – put a sum of rows, entering the row numbers in Accounts feld

Text – leave the Accounts feld empty, this type has a descriptive function only
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Page Break – leave the Accounts feld empty, this type separates the pages of the report

Account Type: An Account can belong to one of fve types: Assets, Liabilities, Equity, Revenues or Expenses. This

information is used to control how the balance of this Account will be stored, as a negative or a positive fgure.

Assets and costs are treated as positive values, while accounts for liabilities, equity, and incomes are treated as

negative. If it is necessary to change the sign of negative (credit) values for reporting purposes, use the

Presentation of Balances setting in the General Ledger.

Of the four type options, Accounts has been selected to indicate that each of the accounts in the number interval will be
presented individually. After the last account in the group, a total for the group will be printed. 

Side and Active/Passive: The easiest way to explain the usefulness of these facilities is with the help of an

example. In most companies, there are a number of reconciliation or suspense accounts, either assets or

liabilities, which alternately can hold debit or credit balances. The accounting conventions of some countries

only allow "pure" debit or credit accounts, and when a balance sheet is produced, it becomes necessary to

move individual accounts back and forth between the active or the passive groups, depending on the current

positive or negative balance. 

To complicate things even further, in some countries it is customary to distinguish between four different "states" of a
book entry: Debit+, Debit-, Credit+ and Credit-. In modern western accounting systems, a book entry is either debit
or credit, regardless of the class of the account, i.e. we have a simple arithmetic defnition of balances. 

In those environments where all these special rules are used, the preparation of balance reports tends to become
complicated and labour consuming. These special functions in Standard ERP allows the far-reaching automation of
many of these routine tasks. 

Language and Text: The table can be used to enter various translations of the text (i.e. the report heading or sub-
heading). Specify a language in the frst column using Paste Special if necessary, and the appropriate translation in
the second column. There is no need to enter a row for your home language. When printing the report, you can
specify which language is to be used.

Open row number 1050, Total Current Assets. Here the values of rows 1020, 1030, 1035 and 1040 are added together,
and the result is shown on line 1050 with the heading "Total Current Assets". The type is "Sum" and the account type is still
"Asset".

In this way the balance sheet is designed, row-by-row. 

When you have fnished with the last row, if you want to save your changes, select Save. Otherwise, close the window with
the close box. Then, close the list of defnitions using the close box once again.

The new balance sheet report is now ready to print. 

Standard ERP comes with a standard chart of accounts and a set of report defnitions. This is a well structured chart, with
systematic groupings of accounts. It is suitable without any changes for most small or medium companies, but it is also
easily modifed by yourself or your fnancial adviser.

If you stay within the structure of the chart (e.g. avoid putting liability accounts among the assets), there is no need to alter
the defnitions. But remember, it is a good idea to print a test balance sheet to see if your defnitions produce exactly what
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you expect. Another useful piece of advice is to create a new defnition by copying the original. This way, the focal report is
correct and may be applied to test the new altered report defnition.

To check if all accounts are defned in the specifc report, for example Balance Sheet, you can run the Chart of Accounts
report in General Ledger. Check option Chart of Accounts with Report Defnitions and run the report. 

In the resulting report you can see if the account has been defned in Balance Sheet (B), Proft and Loss (P) or Key Financial
Ratios (K). 

Inserting a Row in the Balance Sheet
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Ensure that you are in the General Ledger, then open the Settings list window and select Report Settings in the subsequent
list. Then, select or highlight Balance Sheet in the list on the left-hand side of the Report Settings window and select the
Defnition button. 

The Balance Sheet Report Defnition: Inspect window is opened. 

Select the New Line button or open a similar row to the one you are creating and select Duplicate. An empty form, or a copy
of the similar row is opened.

Enter the information for the new row. Remember to give the new row a number that will insert it in the right place in the
balance sheet. (E.g. if you want to insert a row between rows 1010 and 1020, you can use 1015.)

Select Save and close the window, or select the close box to cancel. You will be returned to the Balance Sheet Report
Defnition: Inspect window, where the new row is shown in its proper place in the list.

Deleting a Row from the Balance Sheet

Ensure that you are in the General Ledger, then open the Settings list window and select Report Settings in the subsequent
list. Then, highlight Balance Sheet in the list on the left-hand side of the Report Settings window and select the Defnition
button. 

The Balance Sheet Report Defnition: Inspect window is opened.

Select the row you want to remove, to show its defnition window.

Select Delete from the Record menu. The row is deleted from the balance sheet and the defnition for the following row is
shown in its place. If the row does not get deleted, select the Save button. The row cannot be deleted if the heading says:
Line Defnition: Update.

Close the window. You will be returned to the Balance Sheet Report Defnition: Inspect window.

Note, you cannot undo the deletion of a row in the balance sheet.

Key Financial Ratios

Corresponding to fgures from your fnancial statements, ratios make relationships in your business more understandable. A
ratio is only a shorthand note: It shows you what's going on according to your books. 

The key fnancial ratios report allows for reporting on various data across the system, using predefned formulae.

To change the report defnition of the key fnancial ratios report, frst select Settings on the Navigation Center and select
Report Settings in the subsequent list. Then highlight “Key Financial Ratios” in the list on the left-hand side of the Report
Settings window and select the Defnition button. The Key Financial Ratios Report Defnition: Inspect window is opened.

Enter the defnitions for your key ratios. 

The following illustration shows a very simple defnition of Ratios. Depending on the management's need, the KPI defnition
can be much more complex, including detailed formulae so that the result is more detailed as well.
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The felds on the screen are as follows:

Row: Each ratio is defned in its own numbered row in this window.

Code: This is a unique code identifying each key ratio.  This can be used to refer to the key ratio when calculating others
(see the illustration).

Comment: The name of the ratio, to be shown on the report.

Defnition: The formula used to calculate the value of this key ratio.

Several commands are available for use by formulae in the defnition feld. They are not case sensitive. 

Formulae can be inserted in two ways: 

Write the formula manually in the defnition feld. The list of different formulae with explanations can be found below.

It is also possible to use the Assisted Formula entry window which can be opened from the defnition feld by using Paste
Special.

The left side of the Assisted Formula Entry window is for specifying which result is expected, while the right side is for
specifying which data to use.
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Examples and defnitions of formulas:

RESULT(Account Code): To enter this formula from the Assisted Formula Entry window, the Account Result radio
button should be chosen and account(s) specifed in the Accounts feld.

This command returns the net change during the period for the account specifed in brackets. 

Some examples of the use of this command are as follows:

RESULT(”41000”): Returns the net change in account 41000 for the specifed period.

RESULT(”41000:49999”): Returns the sum of the net changes in accounts 41000 to 49999 for the specifed period.
The accounts used are determined using an alpha sort, rather than a numeric one. Thus account 4100001 will be
included in the example range, while account 500 will not.

- RESULT(”41000:49999”): As with the previous example, but the sign of the fnal fgure is changed. This is useful when
displaying fgures for sales which are stored as negative fgures in Standard ERP. Prefxing the RESULT command
with a minus sign will cause sales to be displayed as positive fgures in the report.

RESULT(”41000+41200:49999”): Takes the net change in account 41000 and adds it to the sum of the net changes in
accounts 41200 to 49999. 

OBJRESULT(“41000”,”SJ”): To enter this formula from Assisted Formula Entry window the Object Result radio button
should be selected, accounts specifed in the Accounts feld and object specifed in the Object feld.

Returns the net change for account 41000 for the specifed period and specifed object.

BALANCE(Account Code): To enter this formula from the Assisted Formula Entry window, the Account Balance radio
button should be selected and accounts specifed in the Accounts feld.

This command returns the closing balance for the account specifed. It therefore differs from the RESULT command in
that balances brought forward from previous periods are taken into account.

The command can return the sum of the balances of specifed accounts in the same manner as the RESULT command:
please refer to the description of the RESULT command above for examples.

KEY(”Code”): To enter this formula from the Assisted Formula Entry window, the Row Total radio button should be
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selected and rows specifed in the Row Code feld.

The value of another key ratio can be included in the calculation. The Key Ratio referred to must already have been
defned. If not, a zero value is used. Therefore, in the example illustrated, the NET PROFIT line must appear below the
GROSS PROFIT and OVERHEADS lines.

VATRESULT(”Tax Code”, ”Account Code”): To enter this formula from the Assisted Formula Entry window, the
Account Result for the Tax code radio button should be selected, accounts specifed in the Accounts feld and Tax

code specifed in Tax code feld.

This command is similar to RESULT, but in calculating the net change during the period for the account specifed, only
postings with the specifed Tax code are taken into account.

The reference to the Tax code is not case sensitive.

The command can return the sum of the balances of specifed accounts in the same manner as the RESULT command:
please refer to the description of the RESULT command above for examples.

VATBALANCE(”Tax Code”, ”Account Code”): To enter this formula from the Assisted Formula Entry window, the
Account Balance for Tax code radio button should be selected, accounts specifed in the Accounts feld and Tax

code specifed in Tax code feld.

This command returns the closing balance for the account specifed, with only transactions with the specifed Tax code
taken into account. It therefore differs from the VATRESULT command in that balances brought forward from
previous periods are taken into account.

VATCREDRESULT(”Tax Code”,” Account Code”): To enter this formula from the Assisted Formula Entry window,
the Account Result for Tax code radio button should be selected, accounts specifed in the Accounts feld, Tax code
specifed in the Tax code feld and Amount should be Credit Only.

This command returns the total credit posting to the account specifed during the period, taking only transactions with
the specifed Tax code into account.

VATDEBRESULT(”Tax Code”, ”Account Code”): To enter this formula from the Assisted Formula Entry window the
Account Result for the Tax code radio button should be selected, accounts specifed in the Accounts feld, Tax code
specifed in Tax code feld and Amount should be Debit Only.

This command returns the total debit posting to the account specifed during the period, taking only transactions with the
specifed Tax Code into account.

APDUE(”Number of days”): To enter this formula from the Assisted Formula Entry window the Payables Due radio
button should be selected and due days specifed in the Days feld.

This command returns the total in the Accounts Payable that is overdue for payment by the specifed number of days.
The last day of the report period is used as the due date. For example, APDUE(20) will return the total that became
due 20 days or more before the end of the report period (i.e. that was overdue by at least 20 days on the last day of
the period). A number must be specifed: use APDUE(0) if the total is to include all overdue Payables.

APOHDUE(”Number of days”): To enter this formula from the Assisted Formula Entry window, the Payables Due radio
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button should be selected, due days specifed in the Days feld and Skip open invoices should be checked On Hold.

This command returns the total in the Accounts Payable that is overdue for payment by the specifed number of days,
and don't have on hold marked. The last day of the report period is used as the due date. 

ARDUE(”Number of days”): To enter this formula from the Assisted Formula Entry window, the Sales Invoices Due
radio button should be selected and due days specifed in the Days feld.

This command is the Accounts Receivable equivalent of APDUE above.

ARDPNRDUE(”Number of days”): To enter this formula from the Assisted Formula Entry window, the Sales Invoices
Due radio button should be selected, due days specifed in the Days feld and from Skip open Invoices should be
chosen No Reminders and Disputed.

This command returns the total in the Accounts Receivable that is overdue for payment by the specifed number of days
and will skip invoices that have no reminders and disputed invoices. The last day of the report period is used as the
due date. 

ARNRDUE(”Number of days”): To enter this formula from the Assisted Formula Entry window, the Sales Invoices Due
radio button should be selected, due days specifed in the Days feld and from Skip open Invoices should be chosen
No Reminders Only.

This command returns the total in the Accounts Receivable that is overdue for payment by the specifed number of days
and will skip invoices that have no reminders only. The last day of the report period is used as the due date. 

ARDPDUE(”Number of days”): To enter this formula from the Assisted Formula Entry window, the Sales Invoices Due
radio button should be selected, due days specifed in the Days feld and from Skip open Invoices should be chosen
Disputed Only.

This command returns the total in the Accounts Receivable that is overdue for payment by the specifed number of days,
and will only skip invoices which have disputes. The last day of the report period is used as the due date. 

Calculating Key Ratios: The illustration of the key ratio defnitions shows examples of the various methods of
calculating a Key Ratio. There are a few things to remember:

As the calculation uses Standard ERP's internal values, balances on e.g. sales accounts will be shown as negatives,
since they normally are in credit. You solve this simply by reversing the sign for all such calculations. An example of
this is in key ratio SALES in the illustration. The examples also show how to group different accounts. 

The value of a well-structured chart of accounts is easily noticed here. If all income related accounts are found in a
consecutive series, summing them all up becomes simple. 

Note, that the formula codes are not case-sensitive, but whatever goes inside of the brackets are. Make sure your
objects  or other alphabetical codes are always written in upper-case letters.
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Defning Columns in Key Financial Ratios Report

In the Key Financial Ratios report, it is possible to specify which Columns, and which order will be shown. The “Column
Defnition” window can be opened from the Key Financial Ratios Report: Inspect window by selecting the Defne Columns
button.

Flip A:

Code: A unique code identifying each key ratio column. This can be used to refer to the key ratio column when
calculating others.

Comment: The name of the ratio column, to be shown on the report.

Type: The type of column. 

The frst row should always be with the Type Code and the second row with the Type Comment. After these two
rows, other type of rows can be used.

Code: This shows the row numbers. If it shouldn't be visible then it can later be marked as hidden.

Comment: This shows the row comment feld.

Actuals: This takes information from transactions.

Columns Sum-up:  It gives the opportunity to sum different columns. Columns that should be summed up are
defned in the Additional Info feld.

Budget: This is used if all information should be taken from budget.

Revised Budget: This is used if all information should be taken from revised budget.
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Additional Info: Additional information can be added here. This feld is used for defning which columns should be
summed up. For example: If there is a need for subtract columns: Column("2")-Column("3")

Flip B:

Objects: The objects results are shown in the column. There is an option to make columns with object results. If you
specify an object for one column, then in that column only the result of that object will be displayed. It is possible to
enter more than one object – this way the result of combined objects will be presented.

Currency Type: Defne in which currency the column is to be presented. The possible options are: Base Currency 1 and
Base Currency 2.

Flip C:

Period: Select an option by using Paste Special. This defnes the period for which the values in the row are calculated.
The following picture shows the four options that can be chosen here:
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Ofset: The position from where to start calculating. If the selected period is month, and the row should calculate
numbers from the beginning of the year, then the Offset value should be 0.

Length: How many times the selected period is taken. If the selected period is month, and the row should calculate
numbers of a quarter, then the Length value should be 3 (quarter of a year = 3 months).

Position: The position where the column is placed in the report. If this feld is not flled in, then Standard ERP will use
default positions. It is possible to specify the exact column position by entering numbers bigger than zero starting
from left side. The most right column can be defned by specifying 1.

Hide: You can defned if the row is to be hidden or not shown in the report here. In this example we will hide the Code
column and the rest will be visible.

And the report will look as below:

Examples of Key Financial Ratios

Acid Test = Cash and Near Cash ÷ Current Liabilities: This measures the ability to meet current debt, a stringent
test since it discounts the value of inventories. The rule of thumb is 1-to-1. A lower ratio indicates illiquidity. A higher
ratio may imply unused funds.

Current Ratio = Current Assets ÷ Current Liabilities: Another measure of ability to meet current obligations. Less
accurate than the acid test for very near term, but probably a better measure for six months to a year out, since it
contains receivables and inventories as well as cash and near cash. The rule of thumb is 2-to-1, though this will be
affected by seasonality.
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Accounts Receivable Turnover = Sales ÷ Receivables: Measures the effectiveness of credit and collection policies.
If your ratio is going down, collection efforts may be improving, sales may be rising, or receivables are being reduced.
If your ratio is going up, sales credit policies may be changing, collection efforts may be fagging, or sales may have
taken a nosedive.

Caution: This ratio depends on when receivables are measured and the seasonality of the business. Careful bookkeeping
is also essential. The same applies to inventory turnover. Make sure that the measures are comparable from month
to month. Use average receivables (inventories) if you can.

Days Receivables = 30 ÷ Receivables Turnover: This is another way of looking at receivables. This is particularly
useful in explaining what graphically changes in credit and collection operations in a business.

Inventory Turnover = Cost of Goods Sold÷Average Inventory: A measure of how well inventory is managed. Most
businesses have a steady inventory turn. Compare your fgures from year to year; asking yourself what causes the
inevitable fuctuations. Small fuctuations are probably due to the fow of work. If you produce one jumbo jet a year,
your inventory picture will be very different from that of a dealer of ripe tomatoes.

Days Inventory = 30 ÷ Inventory Turnover: Another way of monitoring inventory. This is controlled by your inventory

ordering patterns (among other considerations), so be careful how you interpret it.

Gross Margin Rate = Gross Margin ÷ Sales: This permits comparison of margins over months with dissimilar sales.
Ideally, this holds pretty steady in good months and bad, but it depends on your business. It can distort fuctuations if
sales are erratic.

Net Proft Rate = Net Proft ÷ Sales: An overall batting average: The aim is consistency over the long haul, not just
short-term stardom.

Return on Investment (ROI) = Net Proft ÷ Net Worth: (Note: Net worth might show up on your fnancial statements
as shareholder's equity). Another proftability ratio, best looked at occasionally, because it tends to magnify short-
term shifts in thinly capitalized companies.

Return on Assets (ROA) = Net Proft ÷ Total Assets: A better proftability measure than ROI. ROA shows how well
you're using your assets. However, since profts are a volatile short-term measure, this should also be taken with a
pinch of salt. The long-term trend is what matters. A large investment in fxed assets to handle growth will seriously
alter this ratio.

All ratios must be taken in context. The reason you need to look at them on a monthly basis is to make sure that you
spot trends as they develop, not afterward. If you are doing something exceedingly well, you need to know it. And if
something is wrong, it's better to fnd out sooner rather than later.

For this chapter, you can fnd exercises about Key Financial Ratios at the end of this material.

Tax Report 

Whenever a Tax return is due, you have to produce a Tax report. The report is used both as a transaction document for the
ledger and as the basis for payment.

The report summarizes the input and output Tax accounts for the specifed period, and also shows the total Inputs (Payable)
and outputs (Receivable). A positive total indicates that you are liable for Tax, a negative one signifes that you are owed
money by the Tax authority.

Once a Tax return has been printed for a given period, it is recommended that you enter a transaction in the transaction
register transferring the Tax amount payable/receivable into the Tax payments account. This transaction would debit the Tax

outputs receivable account and credit the Tax inputs payable account, with a balancing posting to the Tax payments
account. This transaction must be entered within the period it concerns, preferably as the last transaction of the period. The
amount payable/receivable can then be transferred to your bank account with a further transaction when payment is
made/received.
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REPORTING POSSIBILITIES STRAIGHT INTO MICROSOFT EXCEL

Standard ERP can be used in combination with Microsoft Excel. Here we will present 3 ways of working with Standard ERP
and Excel.

• You can write a list in excel and paste it into Standard ERP.

• You can export reports from Standard ERP directly to Excel and change or adjust them there, according to your

preferences.

• You can export information from Standard ERP and analyze it in multiple dimensions using MS Excel Pivot charts.

This Excel integration can be seen as a prolonged arm of Standard ERP. It allows you to proft from the additional functions
of an external tool.

Pasting lists from Excel into Standard ERP

You can paste information from Excel into a matrix in Standard ERP. 

Example

Here is an example: Let's say that you have just done a inventory count and you have your items in Excel in a list similar to
the screenshot below:

By frst copying column A from Excel and pasting it into the matrix of a new Inventory Count record in Standard ERP and
then do the same thing with column B, you can create an Inventory Count record in just a few seconds. If you have more
rows in Excel than available rows in the Inventory Count record in Standard ERP, you just copy the rows in smaller sections
to create many Inventory Count records.
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Reports in Excel

In the report specifcation window in Standard ERP, the following options are available:

To get an Standard ERP report into Excel you can either select Clipboard, File or Excel. 

Clipboard: If you select Clipboard, the result of the report will be put on the clipboard. This means that you can paste
the result of the report directly into an empty Excel sheet.

File: If you select File, the result will be put into a fle (the user selects flename and location of the fle). This fle can then
be opened in Excel.

Excel: If you select Excel, the result will be shown in MS Excel. 

Proft & Loss report in Excel

To get you Proft & Loss report into Excel easily, follow the steps below:

1. Run the report Proft & Loss with the option media clipboard.

2. Paste the result into an empty Excel workbook, for example Sheet1.

3. Switch to Sheet2 in your Excel document and put the cursor in feld A1. Type the "=" character and then select in
the feld A1 on Sheet1. You have now created a link. The feld A1 and Sheet2 should contain the formula "=Sheet1!
A1".

4. In Sheet2. Click in the feld A1 and move the cursor to the lower right corner of A1. The mouse pointer should now
take the shape of a black cross with white borders. Press the mouse button down and move to the right and then
down to create an area of links the same size as your Proft & Loss report in Sheet1.
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5. Now you can remove unwanted felds on Sheet2, add colors and change fonts until you get the layout and the
contents that you want.

6. To update your Proft & Loss report, just paste a new Proft & Loss report from Standard ERP into Sheet1 of your
Excel Workbook. As the link within Sheet2 has already been created (with step 3 mentioned above), there is no
need to do the above steps again. 

By doing this, you can easily change your management reports and update them.

Exports and Pivot Tables

We will now look at how to create an item Sales Statistics report in Excel, and how you can analyze your sales in a pivot
table.

1. Run the export "Invoice Rows" from the Integrations module. Store the result in a separate fle called
InvoiceRows.xls. Open up the fle in Excel.

2. Create a new Excel workbook, let's call it ”Workbook2”. Type the "=" character in the feld A1 in Workbook2 and
then select in the feld A1 in the Excel fle InvoiceRows.xls. You have now created a link between two Excel fles. 

3. Move to Workbook2. The feld A1 in Workbook2 should contain the formula "=[InvoiceRows.xls]Sheet1!A1". If you
get "$" characters anywhere in your formula they should be removed. 

4. Click in the feld A1 in Workbook2 and move the cursor to the lower right corner of A1. The mouse pointer should
now take the shape of a black cross with white borders. 

5. Press the mouse button down and move to the right to column Q and then downwards a couple of hundred lines
(more than the number of invoice rows in the example). 

6. Create a new empty row in Workbook2 on the frst row and add the following column headings. Add a blank space
in all the other columns. 

Column Heading

A Invoice No.

C Customer No.

D Customer Name

F Item number

G Quantity

H Item Name

I Price

J Sum

N GP

7. Move to Sheet2 in Workbook2 and select PivotTable report from the Data menu (please note, that menus can differ
between different software). A wizard window will appear, guiding you through the creation of a pivot table. In step
2 in the pivot table wizard, select the whole area that you created on sheet1 in Workbook2. Then press fnish.

8. Now you can start working with your pivot table report.

9. To update your pivot table, run a new invoice row export from Standard ERP  and replace the old fle
InvoiceRows.xls. Open the fle InvoiceRows.xls and save it in Excel workbook format.

10. Click refresh data in your pivot table report.

Other General Ledger Exports

There are a number of exports that can be run in the General Ledger. These can be the core data on which a management
reporting pack can be created.
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Accumulated Monthly A/P Report

This export function allows you to export the Proft & Loss report to fle. The Proft & Loss report shows the sales turnover
achieved by your company in the specifed period. It also shows the total cost of sales and thus the gross proft, and the
total overheads and thus the net proft of your business. 

If the export period is greater than one month, the export fle will contain separate columns for each month.

This report is normally run for the current fnancial year and previous fnancial year to allow for comparisons to be made in
Excel.

Integration Module

The Integration module has an extensive number of exports that can be run.  Many of the exports from other modules can
now only be found in the integration module.

For example:

• all settings, register and transaction register exports in system module 

• quotation, order, invoice, purchase order rows exports

• open invoices and payables

Activation:

To activate the Integration module, the user must have an additional line in the users' access group(s)

Module>>Integration>>Full
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EXERCISES

Multiple Instances of the Reports

1. Create a simulation record for your monthly salary payments.

2. Run the Balance Sheet Report 

3. Run the Balance Sheet Report to include Simulation records.

4. Compare the two reports.

Search

1. Run the General Ledger report with the default options.

2. Type 41000 into the Search feld

3. Hit Enter to fnd the next occurrence of 41000

Key Financial Ratios

Create a new KFR report with the following Ratios

1. Acid Test

2. Current Ratio

3. Accounts Receivable Turnover 

4. Create separate columns for every Quarter

5. Change Page Setup, so the report would be printed in landscape

Customer Status

1. Change the Customer Status in a way so that Invoices, Quotations and Activities would be visible

2. Run a Customer Status report on the Contact Card

Drill-down

1. Create a new Invoice for the customer and OK it

2. Run Proft and Loss report and try to drill-down to the invoice that you just created

Item Status Bar

1. Confgure a general Item Status Bar setting to show for everybody and contain quantity in inventory and shippable
quantity.

2. Confgure a personal Item Status Bar Setting to contain quantity in inventory, in sales orders, in purchase orders
and shippable quantity.

Quick Reports

1. Run Item History Report for a selected item and drill-down to the documents to see the details of the history.

2. Create an Accounts Receivable Due KPI report

3. Open the Accounts Receivable Due KPI report from Personal Desktop and drill-down to the invoice that has the
highest balance.

4. Open Business Intelligence (TIP: if not available in your version, go to System>>Settings>>Confguration and check
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BI and Dashboard in Technical tab, relog). What are the graphs presenting?

5. Select any graph in Dashboard and change the chart type and measurement to something different. Can you
explain what the graph is presenting now?

Balance Sheet

1. Create a new Asset account and include it in the Balance Sheet report defnition.

Excel

1. Create an Item Sales Statistics report in Excel with a Pivot Table. Create a chart to see the sales in the selected
period of time.
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APPENDIX 

Terminology between diferent versions of English language

The language used in this material is American English. There can be slight differences between other versions of the English
language, which can lead to confusions. This table should help to clear these up. Sorted alphabetically 

British USA Canada Australia + New 

Zealand

Singapore

Cheque Check Cheque Cheque Cheque

Colour/coloured Color/colored Colour/coloured Colour/coloured Colour/coloured

Credit Note(CN) Credit Memo (CN) Credit Memo (CM) Credit Note (CN) Credit Note

Dialogue Dialog

Instalment Installment

Jewellery Jewelry Jewellery Jewellery Jewellery

Licence (noun) License Licence Licence Licence

Mileage Claim Miles Way Lists Mileage Claim Mileage Claim

Miles Miles KM KM KM

Mobile Cell Mobile Mobile Mobile

Nominal Ledger (NL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL)

Post Code ZIP Code Post Code Post Code  Post Code

Proft and Loss 
Statement

Income Statement Income Statement Statement of Proft or 
Loss

Statement of Proft or 
Loss

Purchase Ledger Payable (PL = AP) Payable (PL = AP) Purchase Ledger Purchase Ledger

Sales Ledger Receivable (SL=AR) Receivable (SL=AR) Sales Ledger Sales Ledger

Salesman Salesperson Salesperson Salesman Salesperson

Stock Inventory Inventory Stock Inventory

Stocktake Inventory Count Inventory Count Stocktake Inventory Count

Stock Depreciation Inventory Adjustment Inventory Adjustment Stock Depreciation Inventory Adjustment

Supplier Vendor Vendor Supplier Vendor

Turnover Revenue Revenue Revenue Revenue

VAT Sales Tax or Tax Tax (or GST/PST) GST GST/SST/HST
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